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Case Report

Crown Lengthening By Laser Technique: Different Cases

Abstract

Crown lengthening procedure often required to enhance the appearance of patient smile.  Whether they
performed for the purpose of exposing sound tooth structure, or to enhance the appearance of the definitive
restorations, these procedures must be planned to satisfy biologic requirements, while simultaneously avoiding
deleterious esthetic effects. A variety of laser has been used for hard tissues and soft tissue procedure for circlet
lengthening in dentistry. This study describe crown lengthening procedure done by using Nd:yag and Er:yag
for both hard and soft tissues. Nd:yag (1064nm) was used for soft tissue crown lengthening and Er:yag
(2940nm) was used for hard tissue lengthening,and discussing the observed changes with two types of lasers
for the period of one month.
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Introduction

Laser has been in use for many years, especially in
medical field since 1980s. But now they have made
their advent into dentistry as well, making their into
presence in a noticeable manner.  various uses of laser
in dentristry include gingvival curettage, gingival
retraction, crown lengthening, root canal disinfection
and other procedures. when prosthetic rehabilitation
of  a tooth is done with the crown, if there is inadequate
crown length this require crown lengthening to be
done to  increase the length of a crown. Crown
lengthening can be done by various procedures such
as conventionally with scalpel, electro surgery,
orthodontic extrusion, and laser. Laser are fast
becoming preferable to conventional crown
lengthening methods because they are
painless,healing faster, less bleeding, less time in
dental chair, reduced risk of infection, minimizing
need for suturing, less migration or rebounding
gingival tissue coronally.
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Aims and Objective

Present study was carried out in the department of
prosthetic dentistry to evaluate effect of laser crown
lengthening specifically Nd:yag ,Er:yag on crown
lengthening procedure.The study was done to assess
the the rebounding effect of gingival  tissue post
operatively.

Materials and Method

The study was performed on ten systemically
health patient, who  required minimum of 2mm crown
lengthening.Laser used in the study are
Nd:yag(1064nm), Er:yag(2940)

Nd:yag

Wave length1064nm

Fiber diameter300mm

Working distancecontact mode

Emission modefree running pulse

Er:yag

Wave length2940

Working distance7mm with a noncontact mode

Spot diameter0.9mm

Emission modefree running pulse
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Round bur was used with the diameter of  2mm

Case selection was done depending upon the
biological width and in teeth were crown height was
less for prosthetic replacement. Informed consent was
taken from the patient. Before the start of the crown
lengthening procedure by laser, ditch was made on
the tooth with the round bur at the gingival level pre
operatively and the ditch was marked with methylene
blue to evaluate the present condition of gingival.
Then the clinical procedure were performed with laser
Nd:yag and Er:yag .After crown lengthening one more
ditch was made and marked with methylene blue at
present position of the gingival.

In total 10 cases for 6 cases crown lengthening was
done by soft tissues Nd:yag laser and 4 cases were
done by hard tissue Er:yag laser. The patient were
recalled weekly for one month and the distance
between two ditches with both the procedure were
evalvated and no changes or gingival migration was
observed in our study .A study by Dent et al concluded
that there is considerable tissue instability or
rebounding  for up to six month following traditional
crown lengthening surgery,when compared to the
crown lengthening done by erbium for osseous crown
lengthening were there less coronal proliferation or
gingival recession .After one month tooth preparation
was done and fixed partial denture placed.

Case 1

                                     Preoperative                          Depth of the marginal gingiva

  Crown lengthening by laser Nd;YAG            Post Operative

Recall check up
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Case 2

Preoperative Preoperative

Crown lengthening by Er: YAG lasera

Postoperative Postoperative

     Recall check up Recall check up
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Case 3

     Preoperative  Postoperative

Result

Crown lengthening procedures are traditionally
being perferormed using conventional method.
However ,with the introduction of lasers in dentistry
crown lengthening by lasers are being performed with
promising results.

Study was carried using Nd:yag and Er:yag lasers
to find out any change in the gingival contour after

     Preoperative  Postoperative

crown lengthening by lasers.

Utilizing this we have made an attempt to analyze
effect of change in size and shape of gingival contour
which has been reevaluated for 4 weeks
postoperatively for about one month.

The result shows that there was no change in
gingival contour with both Nd:yag and Er:yag laser
during recall checkup.
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